
 UK Robotics Champions who consistently send out a Global warning! 

Over the last eleven years, Prenton High School for Girls has maintained a consistently  
successful connection with the UK RoboCup competition, going on to compete seven times 
on the global stage; an achievement unsurpassed by any other UK school. 
 

Prenton is a non-selective comprehensive school for girls, open to all and competing with local grammar schools 

across Wirral. We are situated in the heart of Birkenhead - an area of socio-economic deprivation. The school’s 

achievement in the field of robotics cannot be underestimated as, each time we have competed for the UK title, our 
teams have beaten many competitors who were not only older, but teams of boys and teams from grammar and 

private schools. Prenton certainly tries hard to ‘break the stereotypical mould’, emphasising the school’s ethos of 
‘making a difference’ and having high aspirations for and giving encouragement to our students. What is even more 

remarkable is that, over the years, our teams have comprised of nearly thirty different Year 9 and Year 10 (14 and 
15 years old) students. We are proud that our RoboCup girls have gone on to be successful in higher and further 

education – and gained employment in the mainly male-dominated fields of Science and Engineering.   

Although we have entered a number of teams into the football competition with some   

success – a robot named ‘Stevie G’ after the Liverpool FC captain at the time was a       
particular favourite – our overwhelming success has been in the Search and Rescue      

discipline. Here, students design and build their own working robots, programming them to 
follow a previously undisclosed path on the day. Their programming skills need to ensure 

their robot not only follows a course of challenging manoeuvres throughout the ground 

floor of a model building and up a ramp to the first floor, but also to electronically         
recognise and signal that they have ‘found’ victims along their path - simulating a real 

search and rescue situation. 
 

Prenton’s amazing journey started back in 2006, when two Year 10 students, Emma and 
Jessica came second in the Merseyside Regional Challenge, winning the opportunity to 

compete in the National finals in Shrewsbury in the spring of 2007. They were joined by six 

other students and their joint success in Shrewsbury meant our first step onto the world 
stage – a trip to Atlanta, Georgia, USA, for the World Championships – where they came 

fifth. Before leaving for the USA, they were given personal send-offs from Sir Philip Hall, 
Chief Executive of the Sir Henry Royce Memorial Foundation and Mrs Nikki Barber, Regional 

Chairman of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers.     

A new team of seven students won the UK title in 2008 and travelled 

to Suzhou, near Shanghai, China, dubbed the ‘Venice of the East’. 
Their trip coincided with Wirral Council’s development of ties with 

the city and the team took with them a message from the Leader of  
Wirral Council, Cllr Steve Foulkes. 



The following year, the team comprised two members of the 2008 team – 

Harriet and Jennifer - and two new ‘Roboteers’, Sarah and Wendy. Once 
again, Prenton took the National Finals by storm and Michael McManus from 

Discovery CLC, who hosted the event, sent his congratulations and wished 
‘Team GB’ the best of luck in Gratz, Austria.  

 

In the summer of 2008, they played against fifty-eight competitors from 
across the globe with our Year 9 team coming 17th and the Year 10 team in 

32nd position – beating all the other UK teams who qualified for the  
competition. This, and previous achievements at international level, resulted 

in teacher Mr O’Neil accepting the invitation to be the UK RoboCup Chairman 
for 2009 when the International Championships were to be held in  

Singapore. 

In March 2009, we hosted the Under 19 UK Finals at Prenton. Over forty 

teams competed, coming from London, the Isle of Wight, Birmingham,  
Merseyside, Manchester, Cambridge and Warwick, to name just a few. For 

the fourth consecutive year, Prenton’s team won – with new personnel:  
Hannah, Jessica, Jodie and Holly.   

 

Vauxhall Motors 

Prenton’s connections with the world of robotics - and a future with driverless cars 

Their achievements in Singapore came to the notice of Professor Paul Newman, BP Professor of Information  
Engineering at the University of Oxford, and his colleague Sir Mike Brady, both world-leading robotics experts. Sir 

Mike came to Prenton where he invited the team to visit at their Robotics Laboratories at Begbroke Park and to see 
his work on driverless vehicles (see pictures, below). 

 

Whilst in Singapore they also attracted interest from Channel 5 TV’s gadget Show host Pollyanna Woodward. On 
their return to the UK, Emeritus Professor of Neural Systems Engineering Igor Aleksander from Imperial College, 

London, heard about their work and invited them to the College later that year (see picture, below right). 
 

In 2012, Prenton’s RoboCup team went to Vauxhall Motors, Ellesmere Port, Cheshire, to learn about the advanced 
robotics in their factory (see picture below). 

 

Two academic journals published articles on our achievements following a visit to school from their managing editor 
Doctor Catherine Griffiths. Professor Frank Land and Professor Ailsa Land from the London School of Economics also 

came to Prenton to see the team in action.  
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In 2012, the Rescue ‘A’ team of Lisa and Molly, and the Rescue ‘B’ team of  

Megan H and Hannah won the UK Finals in Warwick and both teams  
represented the country in Mexico. Lisa and Molly beat Carisbrooke Grammar 

School, Isle of Wight by 160 points to 75. Again, both teams came away from 
Mexico with the highest point-score of any UK team and not far off a top 10  

position. Thanks to an article in the Liverpool Echo, Mr O’Neil – who was 

stopped en-route to Mexico by US Customs – was able to convince them of the 
purpose of his trip, helping him catch his connecting flight. 

 
Our 2013 ‘squad’ was comprised of three rescue teams and one football team: 

Hannah W and Abbie, Molly and Lisa, Hannah K and Megan H and soccer team 
of Emily and Jade. One rescue team and the soccer team qualified to go to 

Eindhoven, Holland. 

 
Moving forward to 2017 our Search and Rescue team of Lily-May and Anna 

headed to Calday Grammar School, Wirral. In the great tradition of the school, 
and overcoming some last minute hitches and ‘thinking on their feet’, they won 

the UK Final, qualifying to represent the country at the World Championships in 

Japan this summer! 

For further information please contact: 
 
Steve Taylor, 
LRB Manager, Prenton High School for Girls, Hesketh Avenue, Birkenhead, Wirral CH42 6RR 
 
0151 644 8113 ext 232 
taylorst@prentonhighschool.co.uk 
www.prentonhighschool.co.uk 

 

@prentonhigh 

PRENTON 

With such a rich history of success we are fully committed to making this happen for our current Roboteers;  

tomorrow's engineers, tomorrow's women leading in the field of technology. Now we have the immediate challenge 
of raising funds to make this happen. Only with funding and with support can this become a reality. Only with  

financial backing can we really make a difference and provide 
the girls with this once in a lifetime experience. Once again, we 

want to put Prenton and the Wirral on the map and to  

champion girls' achievement and success. 
 

With your help, Lily-May’s and Anna’s dream of  
competing at the 2017 RoboCup Championships in  

Japan can become reality.  
 

Please give me a call to explore ideas on how we could 

support them together, whether it be with a mutually 
acceptable sponsorship package or helping to publicise 

their cause.   

This time we qualified in both Search and Rescue and Robo Soccer sections 

and headed for the prestigious Suntec International Convention Centre,  
Singapore, where they won the ‘Team of the Week’ in recognition of their hard 

work in overcoming a particular problem that meant a rapid re-design, re-build 
and re-programme of their footballing robot.  

Please help us compete in Japan! 
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